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Missile Wars: What's Coming

Since the 1970s, military theorists have predicted wars would be waged with super precise missiles that would penetrate most defenses. Recent successful missile attacks against oil facilities at Abqaiq, Saudi Arabia and Ain Assad Airbase in Iraq suggest that their predictions have come true. How real is this revolution? What new civilian and military targets might now be vulnerable that previously were not? In the case of civilian targets, such as nuclear power plants and cities, what are the moral and military considerations? This presentation will answer these questions.

Join Henry for interactive dialogue and the answers!

Monday, March 16th
UCSD- Social Sciences Building
ROOM 104
3:00PM-4:30PM
Food & Beverage Provided
https://sokolski-missilewars.eventbrite.com

This event is sponsored by The Nonproliferation Policy Education Center (NPEC), the UC San Diego Political Science Department’s Center for Peace and Security Studies (cPASS) and GPS’s Korea-Pacific Program